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T

he purpose for writing this guide is to help our clients to understand the very
confusing process of buying a diamond and an engagement ring. For most people,
it is the largest jewelry purchase they will ever make. Since it is not something you
do every day, it is like any other complicated market that few people understand
and it can be very confusing.
There are a lot of misconceptions and a lot of misinformation out there. We will
cover the basic information regarding diamonds and rings and also some of the
misconceptions that are often given as truths. We will also cover the diﬀerent
places that a person can buy a diamond and a ring and the advantages and
disadvantages of each of those markets in our expanded version on our website.
The center diamond in most engagement rings is the most valuable component of
the ring. It makes sense to determine what diamond you want in the ring first and
then to move on to the appropriate ring for that diamond.
For that reason we will start the booklet with some information regarding
diamonds and diamond quality and then move on to engagement rings.
But know that we are always just a call away if you have any questions.
- Tom and Donna Seguin
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Diamond Price Factors
Cut Quality, Color, Carat Weight and Clarity
Are More Than the Four C’s
If you’ve heard about the four C’s of color, cut, clarity
and carat weight, you might be surprised to learn that
there are more than four price factors. Three additional
price factors include the importance of cut quality,
treatment status and transparency. These factors are
important as well, and you can read more about those
in the expanded version of this booklet on our web site.

Cut Quality
This is a crucial factor and can aﬀect prices by as much as
50%. Two of the main considerations are:
• Do you see brilliance all across the stone when you
look at the diamond face up?
Diamond brilliance should not be interrupted by white
circular or dark areas.
• Are you paying for excess weight?
In a round brilliant cut diamond the total depth percentage
should be in the 59% to 63% range with 60% being optimal.

Color
Basically the less color, the higher the price (except for fancy colors). Stones that are
as clear as colorless water are the most expensive and have a D to F rating, D being
the highest. As the letters descend toward Z, more color is present. See the GIA color
grading scale below. Brown and gray diamonds are graded on the same scale.
A diamond is not bad quality just because it’s yellowish. It is simply worth less because
there is a higher demand and lower supply of natural colorless diamonds.
Diamonds with the natural body color other than
light yellow, light brown or light gray are called fancy
color diamonds. These color diamonds may cost a lot
more than those which are colorless. For example, a
one carat natural pink diamond could sell for 5 to 15
times more than a D color diamond of the same size
and quality.
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Carat Weight
In most cases, the higher the carat weight category, the
greater the per carat price for the diamond. Larger diamonds
are more rare and consequently more expensive. A carat is
a unit of weight equaling 1/5 of a gram. The weight of small
diamonds is frequently expressed in points with one point equaling 0.01 carats.
There is a diﬀerence between the labels 1 CT TW (one carat total weight) and 1 CT (the
weight of one stone). A ring with a 1 CT top quality diamond can be worth more than
10 times as much as a ring with 1 CT TW of diamonds in the same quality.

Clarity
The fewer, smaller and less noticeable the flaws,
the higher the price. There are 11 GIA clarity grades.
They are:
FL (Flawless)
No inclusions (flaws inside of the diamond) and no
blemishes (flaws on the surface).
IF (Internally Flawless)
No inclusions and only insignificant blemishes
VVS-1 and VVS-2 (Very, Very Slightly Included)
Minute flaws, diﬃcult to see with a 10X magnifier.
VS-1 and VS-2 (Very Slightly Included)
Minor inclusions ranging from diﬃcult to somewhat
easy to see under 10X magnification.
SI-1 and SI-2 (Slightly Included)
Noticeable inclusions easy (SI 1) or very easy (SI 2)
to see under 10X magnification, but that normally aren’t eye-visible.
I-1, I-2, and I-3 (Imperfect)
Eye visible flaws face up that range from just under visible (I-1) to extremely visible
to the naked eye (I-3). Some I-2 and I-3 diamonds may be damaged by ultrasonic
cleaning. They may also be less resistant to damage.
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Cutting Style and Stone Shape
Some shapes such as rounds cost more than others like pear-shaped. The eﬀect of
shape on price depends on the stone size, demand and available supply.
Brilliant-cut square diamonds (Princess cuts) may cost slightly more than step-cut
squares, depending on size. They have the same shape but diﬀerent faceting styles.
Patented and trademarked cutting styles typically sell for more than generic cuts of the
same quality.
The other three factors of Transparency, Treatment Status and Cutting Style are very
important factors that are covered more in depth in our expanded version on our web
site. The bottom line is that when comparing diamonds you have to make sure you are
comparing all of the factors that aﬀect the price.

Gold, Platinum and Palladium
Gold, platinum and palladium have a lot in common. In their pure form they resist
tarnishing and they are hypoallergenic. They’re all very malleable and ductile so they
can be easily hammered, rolled or drawn into wire without breaking. Consequently,
gold, platinum and palladium are excellent jewelry metals. They’re rare, yet they are
abundant enough so that nearly everyone can own some. Platinum and palladium,
however, are rarer than gold.

Gold, Platinum and Palladium Terminology
Alloy - A mixture of two or more metals made by melting them together. Gold, for
example, is alloyed (combined) with metals such as silver, copper, zinc and nickel to
reduce its cost and change characteristics such as its color and hardness. Platinum
alloys are usually made by combining platinum with ruthenium, iridium, palladium,
cobalt or copper. Palladium is typically alloyed with other platinum group metals such
as ruthenium.
Fineness - The amount of gold or platinum in relation to 1000 parts. For example, gold
with the fineness of 750 (18 Kt) has 750 parts (75%) gold and 250 parts (25%) of other
metals. An alloy with 95% platinum and 5% ruthenium as a fineness of 950.
Gram - The most widespread unit of weight for gold and platinum jewelry.
Karat - Is a measure of gold purity. One karat is 1/24 pure, so 24 karats is pure gold.
Do not confuse “karat”, the unit of gold purity, with “carat”, the unit of weight for
gemstones. Outside the USA, karat is often spelled carat, particularly in countries which
are members of the British Commonwealth. Most jewelry sold in the United States is 14
karat (58.5% pure) and much of the jewelry sold in Europe is 18 karat (75% pure).
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10 karat (41.7% pure) gold is used for promotional quality and
most of the better quality manufacturers do not oﬀer 10 Kt jewelry.
Pennyweight (dwt) - Unit of weight equaling the 1/20th of
a troy ounce. In the Middle Ages, it was the weight of a silver
penny in Britain. Now pennyweight is used mainly in the
American jewelry trade.

Bezel

Precious Metals - Gold, silver and the platinum group metals.
Quality Mark - A set of numbers, letters, or symbols stamped on
metal to indicate its type and content. For example 18 K means
75% gold, 900 PLAT means 90% platinum. In the US jewelry which
does not cross state lines has not been required to have a quality
Mark. Fineness and carat marks are quality marks.
Trademark - A mark that indicates the manufacturer, importer or
seller of an item. In the USA, trademarks must be registered with
the Patent and Trademark Oﬃce, and trademarked items must
have a quality mark.

Choosing a Diamond Ring

By-pass

Channel

The Significance of the Diamond Ring
Think of a circle, as it has no beginning or end. Think of a knot tied
around your finger. It binds and reminds. And so it is with a ring. It
reminds you of an eternal binding commitment to a lover, spouse,
friend, school, church, club or country.
The commitment to marry a woman is usually expressed by
placing a ring on her fourth finger. This custom may have
originated with the Egyptians. They believed a special nerve ran
from that finger to the heart. Another explanation for the custom is
that it may have been a suggestion to women that they should be
submissive to their future husbands since the fourth finger is the
weakest one and can’t be used independently. A third explanation
is that placing a ring on the fourth finger may have been a way to
avoid damaging the ring since it is the best protected finger.

Classic

Halo

Split Shank

Choosing a Ring Style
Many people choose a ring style only on the bases of how pretty it
looks, and this is normal. However, you should also ask if the ring is:
Vintage
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Flattering to your hand - Even though a ring may look attractive to her it may not
flatter her hands. Does she have a small hand or short fingers? A huge, broad ring
can make her fingers look too short and her hand to small. To make your fingers look
longer, you could choose a mounting with stones or lines arranged diagonally across or
down the length of her finger. Otherwise you might wear simple rings with thin bands.
Suitable for your needs - Most engagement rings will be worn every day. What
about her lifestyle? Is she very active? Will she wear the ring to the gym? Will she wear
it to work? Does she wear gloves that will have to come on and oﬀ and will the ring
make that diﬃcult? Are the stones set in a manner that will make it diﬃcult to size?
Comfortable - Does the ring have points that could cause it to snag on clothing? Is it
very wide at the sides making it uncomfortable to wear? Is the diamond set up very
high causing it to flip over?
Well-crafted - Are the diamonds set securely? If the ring has channel setting, are the
diamonds set straight in the channels? Is the underside of the ring smooth and well
finished? Can you see excess solder on the underside of the ring?
Worth the price - Consider these factors:
Is the ring made of gold or platinum?
Is it made of more than one component?
Is it made by a well-known designer?
Is it a custom ring?
Is it hand fabricated?
Is it white gold making it harder to cast and requiring rhodium plating?
When you evaluate the cost of ring mountings, keep all the above factors in mind. Try
to compare mountings of the same metal, weight and manufacturing process. Slight
diﬀerences in mountings do not normally aﬀect the cost of a diamond ring much.
In most cases, the major portion of the cost is in the diamonds. Slight, unnoticeable
diﬀerences in diamond quality can have a large eﬀect on the cost of a diamond ring.

Comparison Shopping
When shopping for diamond jewelry, carat weight is an acceptable place to begin. But
it’s only a beginning. Remember that, for diamonds, clarity, color and especially cut can
dramatically aﬀect the quality and price of the jewelry. A reputable jeweler should be
able—and willing—to give you information on all of the 4 C’s of diamonds.
All platinum and gold jewelry should be stamped with the karatage or metal type and
silver jewelry should be stamped sterling silver or 925.
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If you are working within a price range, perhaps that’s the place to start. You might
ask: I have this much to spend, what diamond rings can you show me? Since gem size
and gem quality are something of a tradeoﬀ, the jeweler might show you one ring
with a small diamond that has good cut proportions, color and clarity grade, and then
another ring with a larger diamond of lesser quality.
There may be diﬀerences in the setting or in the fineness of the metal. This is an
opportunity to discuss with the jeweler these diﬀerent attributes of the jewelry, and to
decide for yourself what qualities are most important to you.
It’s worthwhile going to more than one retailer to be sure of getting the best value for
your money. If you find something you like at one retailer, go to other jewelers and
use the same set of qualities to compare prices. You might ask: What is your price for
a diamond ring with a stone of X carats, X color grade, X clarity grade, and X cutting
dimensions? He may not be able to match your qualities exactly, but he will show you
something close.

Shopping Considerations
Beware of advertising that proclaims only the carat weight and not the other
qualities. (This often happens in TV ads, for example.) Such ads count on the
purchaser not knowing what else to look for and not knowing what questions to ask.
Be wary of retailers who will not give you information on all 4 C’s of diamonds once
you have expressed an interest. They may not be knowledgeable, or they may not
want you to be.
Avoid buying through catalogs, ads, or promotions of any kind that do not allow
you to ask for the information you need to make an informed purchase.
Don’t assume that if a store says it has bargain prices, it does. Don’t assume that a
jewelry retail location with a no-frills look will have lower prices. Comparison shop.
Beware of stores advertising extravagant sales, such as “60% oﬀ!” Be sure to
comparison shop before buying jewelry there. Some stores list extremely high
“regular” prices so they can oﬀer huge “discounts.”
Don’t assume that if it’s on the web it must be a bargain. The Federal Trade
Commission found that many online jewelry retailers and auction sites were
misrepresenting carat weights, not disclosing gem treatments, and failing to
comply with other FTC guidelines for the jewelry industry.
Think twice, and then once again, before buying jewelry for investment purposes.
Gold and silver prices have undergone drastic changes.
Be wary of retailers who are not willing to discuss the qualities of their jewelry. Even
if the salesperson you are talking to is not a trained gemologist, this information
should be part of the store’s inventory records and it should be available.
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Beware of the retailer who is not willing to put in writing the specific grades and
measurements of jewelry you are purchasing. If he is not willing to stand by his
verbal claims, you’d be wise to assume the claims aren’t true.
Ask if the store has a gem lab on site. If a jeweler has not inspected the jewelry with
proper equipment, he cannot know its true qualities. He is accepting the word of
the gem supplier or is simply guessing. Worse yet, he is just telling you what you
want to hear.
Be wary of insurance appraisals, often on fancy letterhead, that do not completely
describe your jewelry. The purpose of the insurance appraisal is to accurately
and completely describe the piece being insured. This information insures that
you will pay the correct premiums and, if you ever need to file a claim, that the
replacement will match the jewelry for which you have so carefully shopped. Ask
the jeweler for an appraisal complying with insurance standards. Ask your agent
about JISO/ACORD appraisal standards.
After purchasing jewelry (that does not come with a JISO/ACORD appraisal), have
it independently appraised to be sure it is of the quality stated by your retailer. Do
not go to an appraiser recommended by the seller but to a jeweler/appraiser of
your choice. Seek out a jeweler who is a Graduate Gemologist and has a gem lab
on site — preferably a Certified Insurance Appraiser™ . (Ask your insurance agent
for names of CIA™ jewelers near you.)
When purchasing jewelry, be sure you have the option of returning the jewelry
within a limited period of time. This allows you to return the jewelry if the
independent appraisal shows the jewelry is not of the quality the retailer claimed.
The most important thing about your engagement ring purchase is what it will
represent to you and your bride to be. The moment that you present her with
the ring is one that neither of you will ever forget. If you follow the suggestions in
this booklet you will likely get a diamond engagement ring that will be beautiful,
durable and a good value that should appreciate over time and with good care
will last a lifetime.
We would be honored to work with you on the search for the perfect diamond and
ring for the woman you love.
Please feel free to call Tom or Donna Seguin at our oﬃce (941-756-8787) or on our cell
phone (941-704-5790) or email us at diamond8@suncoastgemlab.com.
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Buying your Engagement Ring
from Suncoast Gems is a smart move!

You’ll get…
u

The best diamond prices in town and a consultation with a graduate
gemologist who will help you make the right decision

u

Access to thousands of diﬀerent rings and settings

u

A selection of over 200,000 diamonds

u

In-depth insurance appraisal by Master Gemologist Appraiser Tom Seguin

u

A FREE Romantic Engagement Gift Basket with a bottle of wine to
celebrate the moment, a wedding planner booklet to get started, a
romantic scented candle, and jewelry cleaner to keep your ring sparkling.

And the savvy person who referred you to Suncoast Gems
will get a $50 VISA gift card.
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Here’s why buying your Wedding Rings
from Suncoast Gems is also a wise move!

GET 10% OFF
when you buy both wedding rings
and get FREE champagne for your wedding!

You’ll also get …
u

The best prices in town

u

Access to thousands of diﬀerent rings
and settings

u

A $50 gift card for every engagement ring
referral to Suncoast Gems

(941) 756-8787 • SuncoastGems.com
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Diamond Brokers • Custom Jewelry Design • Jewelry Repair
Jewelry Showroom • Antique Jewelry Restoration • Estate Jewelry Buyers
Master Gemologist On Site • Liquidation Appraisal • Estate Appraisal
Insurance Claim Replacement • Insurance Replacement Quotes
Diamond Recutting • Certified Gem Lab

(941) 756-8787
www.SuncoastGems.com
435 12th Street West, Suite 110 Bradenton, FL 34205
Email us: Diamond8@SunCoastGemLab.com

